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tennis winning picks

By Jake Zywiol. Follow Jake's winning picks at Zcode VIP club

Are you ready for Grand Slam 100 
unit profit? [VIP invitation only]

In case you missed the last month 110 unit Tennis picks, check this out!
Jake has made 110 units ($11,000 based on $100 per unit stakes) on Roland Garros 
(previous Grand Slam that we had this year).

We will try to beat that amount this time round, ultimately ending the Grand Slam 
season with massive profits. I have a lot of confidence that this record will be broken 
and everyone will walk away with smiles on their faces.

The Tennis Bets and Live Tennis will be available to Zcode VIP members only
If you don’t know how to bet on tennis, don’t worry.

Get A Free Tennis Guide:
Here’s our free tennis guide: http://zcodesystem.com/upload/Tennis_guide.pdf

http://zcodesystem.com/upload/Tennis_guide.pdf
http://kraski44.zcodesys.hop.clickbank.net/
http://kraski44.zcodesys.hop.clickbank.net/


Tennis progression system for Zcode Live Betting 
developed by Jake and Oisin 

The system has been back tested for months and has proven to be profitable. The only 
problem is choosing the right matches. You have to have certain knowledge in tennis 
in order to choose the right tennis player to do progression on. 

First of all you have to find a match where one of the players will be a clear dominant. 
You have to bet on him to break his opponent, another words win his opponent’s 
service game. As you may know, tennis is all about winning your own service games 
and breaking your opponent in order to win the set. Players in the top10 have a great 
advantage in their own service games, they can also return very well, it’s something 
players from outside of top 50 have a difficulty with when playing against the better 
players. Essentially males have much stronger service game therefore you will see far 
less breaking opportunities in male tennis than in female tennis. Then again, the odds 
will be much higher in ATP than they are in WTA. 

Once you choose the right match, start with betting from the first opponent’s game. 
Often  players  break  one  another  in  the  very first  two games  as  they aren’t  fully 
warmed up and they have to get used to the court. Decide how many units you want to 
start with and then double the amount once - Remember do the progression only up to 
the D bet. Starting with 1 unit and ending with 8 unit bet. The system is extremely 
risky as you may end up losing 15 units. Hence why you have to be extremely careful  
with how you approach it.  Remember,  you need to  have quite a good knowledge 
about the tennis players you bet on. You’re essentially choosing a player who is the 
clear favourite to win the whole match. 

Once  you  win  your  progression,  you  have  to  make  a  decision  whether  you  will 
continue the progression right after or wait til the next set. All of this comes down to 
the way your chosen tennis player plays, if he gets close to breaking his opponents 
each time, you may decide to continue the progression. However in most cases when 
he won his first 2 games and he gets broken to 2-4 or 2-3, I’d suggest to wait until the 
next set. 



Remember, when you do progressions on odds above 4.00 - You should add 1 unit 
each time rather than double it as you will end up making profit anyway. This will 
also lower down the amount of money you can potentially loose if your progression 
doesn’t win. 

Also, do not ever choose a progression match based on low odds on the favourite and 
high odds on the underdog.  Your chosen match should be purely chosen on your 
knowledge  and  not  the  given  odds.  For  example,  you  would  have  Nadal  against 
Janowicz. We know that the Pole has extremely powerful service game while Nadal 
usually puts a lot of topspin. Returning 145mph service balls is not easy. Although the 
odds on Nadal may be 1.05, it is very unlikely he will break Janowicz many times. 

Another tip would be to have a big bankroll where you’d be prepared to lay down 15 
units. 

Where to find the option to bet on certain games? 

At the bottom you have 16th Game Winner / this is where you bet on a certain player 
to win the next game. Let’s assume you decide to do progression on Schiavone who is 
winning 2-0 in the 2nd set. You’d bet 1 unit on the 16th game, if she doesn’t win then 2 
units on 18th game. 

Where is Zcode Live betting room
It appears on the VIP pick page (The WALL) on the right side when the live session is 
on http://zcodesystem.com/vipclub/picks.php


